ABSTRACT This paper presents a novel framework based on the non-subsampled contourlet transform (NSCT) and sparse representation (SR) to fuse the multi-focus images. In the proposed fusion method, each source image is first decomposed with NSCT to obtain one low-pass sub-image and a number of high-pass sub-images. Second, an SR-based scheme is put forward to fuse the low-pass sub-images of multiple source images. In the SR-based scheme, a joint dictionary is constructed by integrating many informative and compact sub-dictionaries, in which each sub-dictionary is learned by extracting a few principal component analysis bases from the jointly clustered patches obtained from the low-pass subimages. Thirdly, we design a multi-scale morphology focus-measure (MSMF) to synthesize the high-pass sub-images. The MSMF is constructed based on the multi-scale morphology structuring elements and the morphology gradient operators, so that it can effectively extract the comprehensive gradient features from the sub-images. The ''Max-MSMF'' is then defined as the fusion rule to fuse the high-pass sub-images. Finally, the fused image is reconstructed by performing the inverse NSCT on the merged low-pass and high-pass subimages, respectively. The proposed method is tested on a series of multi-focus images and compared with several well-known fusion methods. Experimental results and analyses indicate that the proposed method is effective and outperforms some existing state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the focal points of objects in a single scene are different, images captured by the existing optical instruments are all partially focused. In the image processing field, in order to obtain the specific description information of all clear targets in a scene, the researchers proposed various kinds of multifocus images fusion approaches. The main purpose of multifocus image fusion is to fuse two or more partially focused images to get an all-in-focus image [1] . The informative synthesized image can describe the scene more accurately and will be more suitable for human visual perception [2] .
With the development of image processing technology, a variety of image fusion methods have been presented. The multi-scale transform algorithms have been proved to be the core of image fusion field due to their simplicity and effective in implementation. Generally, the multi-scale transform based fusion methods mainly contains the following three steps [3] . Firstly, the source images are decomposed using the transform to get one lowpass subband and a series of highpass subbands. Secondly, different fusion algorithms are adopted to integrate the corresponding subband coefficients. Finally, the complementary image is achieved by applying an inverse transform on the fused lowpass and highpass subbands. The most commonly used multi-scale transform methods are the pyramid and wavelet transforms, such as the Laplacian pyramid (LP) [4] , Gradient Pyramid (GP) [5] , and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [6] , [7] . It is known that the DWT decomposition suffers from some fundamental shortcomings, including shift variance, aliasing and lack of directionality [8] . To overcome these problems, the dual-tree complex wavelet (DTCWT) was successfully employed to implement image fusion [9] . Compared with DWT, the DTCWT has the advantage of shift invariance and directional selectivity, which can reduce the artifacts produced by DWT. However, these wavelets based algorithms cannot well represent the curves and edges of an image. For the purpose to accurately represent the spatial structures in an image, some novel multi-scale transform methods were introduced into image fusion filed. For example, Guo et al. employed the curvelet transform (CVT) to fuse the multi-focus images [10] . Besides the CVT, another popular transform named contourlet transform (CT) was proposed to achieve the spatial structures of the images [11] . Due to the effectiveness in representing spatial structure, CT has been widely used for fusion of multi-focus images [12] , medical images [13] , and remote sensing images [14] . However, the CT has no shift-invariant property due to the downsampled process, which leads to obvious Gibbs phenomenon [15] . Then a nonsubsampled version named nonsubsampled contourlet transform (NSCT) was verified to be a possible solution to deal with the problem occurred in CT [16] - [18] . A comparative study of different multi-scale transform approaches was presented in reference [19] , where Li et al. found that the NSCT-based method can generally achieve the best results. In addition to the selection of transform, the fusion rule in either lowpass or highpass subbands also has a great impact on the fused results.
The sparse representation (SR) has emerged as an attractive direction in transform domain fusion algorithms over the last few years. It is generally observed that the SR-based methods can provide better performance than most conventional fusion methods. SR is an effective model on representing image signals [20] and has been widely used for image reconstruction, such as image denoising, image deblurring, image inpainting and super-resolution [21] - [24] . Yang and Li [25] took the first step to employ the SR theory for image fusion. The main problems of SR-based fusion method are the sparse coding of the sparse coefficients and the dictionary construction algorithm. The fusion result is achieved by a linear combination of the sparse coefficients and the constructed dictionary. Therefore, the key of a successful SR-based image fusion is to obtain an efficient over-complete dictionary.
There are mainly two methods to build an efficient overcomplete dictionary that is detailed as follows. The first way is based on the mathematical models, including discrete cosine transform (DCT), DWT and CVT. The second way is based on example training. Reference [25] adopted a fixed dictionary that is constructed according to the original mathematical models for SR. However, such a fixed dictionary could not enough represent the natural images. In [26] , the authors made use of multiple kinds of mathematical models to construct a mixed dictionary which could well represent some specific structures in an image, but still poorly represented different types of images. Then with the deep research of sparsity model, an over-complete dictionary was availably achieved by training a larger number of sample patches, which were obtained from the multiple source images or natural images. In the training process, the sliding window technique was employed to achieve the sample patches which were confirmed to robust to noise and mis-registration. Since the trained dictionary can be adaptively updated with input images, it showed better performance in image fusion compared to the fixed dictionary based methods [27] . However, only one dictionary cannot accurately reflect the complex structures in the input image. In order to accurately reflect the complex structures in the input images, a novel dictionary training approach based on the joint patches clustering was presented by Kim et al. [28] to fuse the highpass components. Recently, Yin et al. [29] proposed a joint dictionary construction algorithm by combining two sub-dictionaries which were obtained by respectively training two source images. However, such a joint dictionary may not be computationally efficient because the sub-dictionary in it was learned from the multiple source images by using the KSVD algorithm which is time-consuming.
Since different transforms have their own advantages, in order to combine the advantages of these transforms, various fusion methods based on the combination of different transform methods were proposed in image fusion field. For example, Li and Yang [30] presented a hybrid multiresolution method by combining DWT and CT. Their fusion results outperformed those of individual DWT or individual CT. Yin et al. [31] proposed a novel fusion approach based on the NSCT and sparsity model. Liu et al. [32] presented a framework for image fusion based on multi-scale transform methods and SR. In the framework, six popular multi-scale transform methods, including LP, ratio of low-pass pyramid (RP) [33] , DWT, DTCWT, CVT and NSCT that were separately combined with SR were tested in several pairs of multi-focus image fusion. The lowpass subbands were merged with the SR-based scheme with fixed dictionary while the highpass subbands were fused with the conventional 'max-absolute' rule. The experimental results demonstrated that the combined method performed better than the individual multi-scale transform based or SR-based methods. However, the single dictionary used in [32] was learned from natural images patches, which lack the adaptability for representing different types of images. In addition, only one general dictionary usually cannot accurately reflect the complex structures in the input image [34] , so it has weak representation ability to fit a particular structure in an image.
According to above analysis, this paper presents a multifocus image fusion method via clustering PCA based dictionary learning algorithm. Firstly, the source images are decomposed by NSCT with certain decomposition levels. It's known that different decomposition levels of NSCT have different effects. In this paper, we verify that NSCT with three decomposition levels can well overcome the Gibbs effects and outperforms NSCT with other decomposition levels. Secondly, a novel SR-based scheme is proposed to fuse the lowpass sub-images. In the scheme, the informative dictionary is constructed by employing the K-means clustering and PCA methods. The process of the dictionary construction is that patches from different source images are clustered together according to the K-means algorithm. Since each cluster consists of many patches with similar patterns, a compact sub-dictionary can be learned from each cluster by using only a few PCA bases. These sub-dictionaries obtained from all clusters are then combined to form the final joint dictionary. Thirdly, the highpass sub-images are fused by employing the multi-scale morphology focus-measure (MSMF), which is designed based on the multi-scale morphology structuring elements and the morphology gradient operators. Finally, the inverse NSCT is implemented on the fused subimages to get the final result.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related theory of NSCT and SR is briefly introduced in section II. The proposed multi-focus image fusion method is presented in section III. Experiment results and analysis compared to other fusion methods are given in section IV. Finally, the conclusion of this research is discussed in section V.
II. RELATED THEORY
In this section, the basic principles of NSCT and SR will be briefly introduced.
A. NON-SUBSAMPLED CONTOURLET TTRANSFORM (NSCT)
Based on the theory of CT, Da Cunha et al. [16] proposed an improved version of CT in 2005, namely the NSCT. The key property of NSCT is the shift invariance, which can absolutely overcome the Gibbs effects [35] . The main purpose of NSCT is to overcome frequency aliasing phenomenon produced by the downsampled and upsampled operations in CT. By using NSCT, an image can be decomposed into two parts including multi-scale and multi-direction decompositions, which are realized by the LP and the direction filter banks (DFB) in CT, respectively. However, the NSCT employs the nonsubsampled pyramids filter banks (NSPFB) and the nonsubsampled directional filter banks (NSDFB) to achieve multi-scale and multi-direction decompositions.
NSPFB is a two-channel nonsubsampled filter bank. At each NSPFB decomposition layer, one lowpass sub-image and one highpass sub-image can be achieved from the source image. The multi-scale decomposition aims to capture the singularities of source image and it can be carried out by iteratively decomposing the lowpass component. The NSDFB offers the multi-direction property of NSCT and provides many precise directional details information. In order to reach multi-direction decomposition, the NSDFB can iteratively operate the highpass sub-images generated by NSPFB.
The framework of NSCT is shown in Fig. 1(a) . Fig. 1 (b) illustrates the corresponding frequency division of the NSCT. It can be seen that the number of directions is increased with frequency [16] . The NSCT is flexible in that it allows any number of 2 l directions in each scale, where l is a positive integer. At the jth stage, the ideal frequency support of the lowpass filter is −(π/2 j ), π/2 j 2 and the bandpass filter is
As illustrated above, the NSCT has the multi-scale and multi-direction properties. Furthermore, it is of the shift invariance due to the nonsubsampled filter banks which thoroughly overcome the Gibbs effects that is suffered from DWT or CT.
B. SPARSE REPRESENTATION (SR)
By utilizing the SR theory, an image signal can be well presented as a linear combination of the fewest possible atoms in an over-complete dictionary [34] . Let x ∈ R n denote as an image signal vector and given an over-complete dictionary
of dictionary D are regarded as the atoms. The dictionary D is redundant when n < m. According to the SR theory, a signal vector x can be represented as a linear combination VOLUME 5, 2017 of these atoms in D. That is to say x = D * α, and α ∈ R m is a sparse coefficient vector which has only a few nonzero entries. The sparse coefficient vector can be found by solving the following optimization problem [36] :
where α 0 stands for the l 0 norm counting the number of nonzero entries in α, ε ≥ 0 is the error tolerance.
In the process of calculating the sparse coefficients, the sliding-window technique is often applied on local image patches for the sake of algorithm's stability and efficiency. And the sparse decomposition is performed independently on each image patch using corresponding algorithms. For the SR-based processing algorithm, there are two points needed to be elaborated: (1) sparsity means that only a small number of atoms in D are used to represent the image signal, (2) overcompleteness means that the number of atoms (columns) in the dictionary is more than the dimension of the image signal. Since the above optimization in Eq. (1) is an NP-hard problem, the computational intractability inspires the researchers to develop various suboptimal algorithms to approximate the optimization solution. It can be solved by greedy algorithms such as Matching Pursuit (MP) [37] and Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [38] due to their fast computational speed and lower complexity.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we first present the detailed fusion framework of the proposed method. Then, the dictionary constructing algorithm and the related fusion rules on different sub-images are illustrated in detail.
The framework of the proposed multi-focus image fusion algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . It mainly consists of three steps. Firstly, the source images are decomposed by the NSCT to get one lowpass sub-image and a series of highpass sub-images. Secondly, according to the properties of different subbands components, two efficient fusion rules are employed to fuse the related subbands. The lowpass subbands are fused by the proposed SR-based algorithm, and the morphology focus measure is designed to synthesize the highpass subbands. Finally, the fused image is achieved by executing the inverse NSCT on the fused highpass and lowpass subbands, respectively.
A. PCA BASED JOINT DICTIONARY LEARNING
Comparing to existing dictionary learning methods [28] , [39] , [40] , we aim to construct a compact and informative dictionary to ensure sufficient number of useful atoms for representing a fused image. The dictionary constructing process of our proposed algorithm is described as follows.
As shown in the dashed boxes in Fig. 2 , assuming that L A , L B ∈ R M ×N represent the lowpass sub-images of source image A and B with size of M × N , respectively. A sliding window technique is adopted to divide each sub-image into many patches of size n×n. All the obtained patches are transformed into vectors via lexicographic ordering to achieve the vectorization matrices V A and V B , respectively. Then V A and V B are concatenated to constitute one joint matrix V . By using this matrix V as an input of the K-means algorithm [41] , patches obtained from L A or L B will be classified into the same cluster if they have similar features. We aim to achieve C clusters from all the obtained patches by using the K-means algorithm.
After L A and L B are clustered into C clusters, the next problem is to learn a compact sub-dictionary {D c }, c ∈ {1, . . . , C} from each of the cluster. In our proposed framework, the compact sub-dictionary is obtained by computing the principal components of each patch-based cluster. Since patches in a same cluster can be well-approximated with only a few PCA bases, in which the most useful top p principal components of each patch-based cluster are chosen to form a sub-dictionary as follows:
where D c denotes the sub-dictionary for the cth cluster consisting of pth eigenvectors. L j is the eigenvalue of the corresponding jth eigenvectors d j . The eigenvalues are sorted in ascending order i.e., 0 < L 1 < L 2 < · · · < L p . θ is a parameter to control the amount of approximation with rank p. Once all sub-dictionaries for each patch-based cluster are obtained, they are united as a single dictionary as follows:
This resultant dictionary D is termed as PCA joint dictionary because it consists of principal components of clustered patches across input source images. The size of D is quite smaller than the fixed dictionary or learned dictionaries by K-SVD. The obtained dictionary D is more compact meanwhile containing much more structural information because each sub-dictionary in D is constructed by extracting the most useful principal components in each patchbased cluster. Therefore, it can more accurately represent the complex structures in multiple source images. The whole proposed dictionary construction method can be depicted by Algorithm 1.
B. LOWPASS SUBBANDS FUSION
With the joint dictionary D designed by the cluster-based algorithm, the lowpass subband can be fused as shown in Fig. 2 2) Concatenate V A and V B to constitute one joint matrix V = {V A , V B }, and use V as the input of the K-means algorithm.
3) Use the K-means algorithm for clustering the lowpass dataset V into C clusters.
Construct C sub-dictionary from C clusters
Each sub-dictionary D c can be obtained by extracting the most useful top p principal components of each patchbased cluster by formula (2). 
The fused result of V i A and V i B is calculated by
where the merged mean value V i F is obtained by 
where SE 1 is the basic ball morphology structuring element, t ∈ {1, 2 · · · n} is the number of scale, ⊕denotes the morphology dilation operator.
Extract the gradient features G t at scale t.
where denotes the morphology erosion operator.
Built the multi-scale morphology gradients (MSG):
where
construct the MSMF by summing the MSG:
Output: the MSMF of each highpass sub-images.
C. HIGHPASS SUBBAND FUSION
The highpass subbands obtained by the NSCT not only provide multi-scale information of source images, but also contain rich edges and texture information. On the same scale of the highpass subbands, the more obvious of the edges and texture, the greater the absolute value of the highpass coefficients. Generally, the popular ''max-absolute'' rule is used to merge the highpass coefficients. However, it will easily lead to the noise during the fusion process. Since the MSMF can more accurately evaluate and detect the gradient features than several traditional focus-measures [42] , including energy of gradient (EOG), energy of Laplacian (EOL), spatial frequency (SF), sum of the modified Laplacian (SML) and sum of the weighted modified Laplacian (SWML), it is effectively designed as the fusion rule to fuse the highpass sub-images by our proposed framework. In this paper, the ball morphology structure element is applied to construct the MSMF, which can promote extracting the gradient information of sub-images. Besides, if the scale number of the multi-scale morphology structure elements is different, the performance of the MSMF will be different. In this paper, experiments have been done by us to successfully choose the most appropriate scale of the multi-scale morphology structure elements. The detailed steps to construct the MSMF can be depicted by Algorithm 2.
Let H A and H B denote the highpass frequency of source image A and B, respectively. The synthetic highpass image H F achieved based on the MSMF can be written as:
where MSMF A (x, y) and MSMF B (x, y) denotes the MSMF values at location (x, y) for highpass sub-images H A and H B respectively. After obtaining the fused lowpass image L F and the fused highpass image H F , the final fused result I F can be achieved by performing the corresponding inverse NSCT over L F and H F .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the objective evaluation and the experimental settings including source images, the compared algorithms and the parameter settings will firstly be presented and then the experimental results and analysis will be analyzed visually and quantitatively.
A. EVALUATION INDEX SYSTEM
In order to quantitatively compare our proposed multi-focus image fusion scheme against the comparison fusion methods, three popular indexes are employed. These indexes include mutual information (MI) [43] , Q AB/F [44] and Q SM [45] . The lager the values of these fusion quality indexes are, the better the fusion performance of the fusion method.
(1) The mutual information (MI) evaluates the transmitted information between source and fused images. It is obtained by calculating as following: [44] , which reflects the level of transferring input gradient information into the fused image. It is defined as
where 
w A (x, y) and w B (x, y) denote the edge strength of source images A and B, respectively. Q XF a (x, y) and Q XF g (x, y) represent the edge strength and orientation preservation values at location (x, y), respectively.
(3) The Q SM index is based on the structural similarity (SSIM) proposed by [45] . It can measure the retention degree between the fused image and source images. It is calculated by
where w is a sliding window with size of 7 × 7, SSIM denotes the structural similarity. The local weighting τ (w) is calculated by
where s(A|w) and s(B|w) represent the variance of source images A and B in w.
B. THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND SETTINGS
As shown in Fig. 3 , six pairs of multi-focus source images are employed to test the effectiveness of the proposed approach. They are disk, flower, pepsi, leaf, book and rose images. The disk and flower have the size of 320 × 240, the size of pepsi and leaf are separately 256 × 256 and 258 × 204, the size of book is 400 × 300 and the rose has the size of 640 × 480. In this subsection, seven well-known multi-focus fusion algorithms including GP [5] , DWT [6] , DTCWT [9] , CVT [10] , NSCT [16] , NSCT-SR [32] with a dictionary learned from natural image patches and SR_BOMP [29] with the dictionary learned from the source images are used to compare with the proposed approach. In this paper, the compared algorithms and the proposed algorithm are all programmed in MATLAB2014a. The parameters of the comparison methods are consistent with those in the literature. There are several vital parameters to be set in our proposed approach, including the decomposition level of NSCT and the scale number t of the multi-scale morphology structure elements in the MSMF. As shown in Fig. 4 , different decomposition levels of NSCT is studied from 2 to 5 on six pairs of source images (shown in Fig. 3 ) by our proposed algorithm, and the average changing tendency of three different indexes is illustrated in Fig. 4(a)-(c) . As shown in Fig. 4 , it can be seen that the average value of each index reaches the peak when the decomposition level is set as 3. And the average values of the three indexes all drop quickly when the decomposition levels range from 4 to 5. Therefore, through the analysis, the decomposition level of NSCT is set as 3 in the proposed method.
As for the MSMF used in highpass subbands fusion, the shape of the basic morphology structure element is chosen VOLUME 5, 2017 as ball. Since the scale number of the multi-scale morphology structure elements determines the performance of MSMF, comparison experiments are performed by us to test t from 5 to 8. As shown in Fig. 5 , we can see that the proposed approach can get the largest average values for all three quality indexes MI, Q AB/F and Q SM when the scale number t is 7. And the average value of Q AB/F drops quickly when the scale number t is set to 8. The experimental results and analysis verify that the proposed approach performs well when the scale number t equals to 7.
Other parameters of the proposed method are set as following. We use the 'pvrexc' as the pyramid filter and the 'vk' as the directional filter, and the direction numbers of the three decomposition levels are [2, 3, 3] . The number of patch clusters c for source images is set as 70. The parameter used to control the components of PCA is equal to 0.9.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The experimental results of the 'disk' image set with different methods are shown in Fig. 6(a)-(h) . In each image, a marked region around the books is magnified and shown in the top right corner. To facilitate a better comparison, the difference images between the fused images and the bottom source image (shown in Fig. 3(a) ) are listed in Fig. 6(i)-(p) . As shown in Fig. 6(a)-(h) , it is clearly seen that the fused results of the previous seven methods contain some undesirable artifacts on the edge of the books, especially for the GP-based method. However, the artifacts are reduced a lot by our proposed method which can be shown in Fig. 6(h) . Careful comparison of the difference images shown in Fig. 6(i)-(p) indicates that the proposed method is superior to other fusion methods because the residual result (right side of the image) of the proposed method is the least in the eight results. Obviously, the residual figure in the marked area shown in Fig. 6(p) is close to zero. However, there are different degrees of residual errors that exist in the marked area of other seven methods. It illustrates that the information transferred from the focused regions of source image to the fused image is more complete by our proposed approach. Based on the above analysis, it can be verified that the proposed method can not only well avoid the halo artifacts but also effectively achieve better fusion results. Fig. 7 shows the fusion images and the difference images of 'flower' image set with different fusion methods. A red marked region on the left side of the clock is also magnified and put in the lower left corner in each image. According to the enlarged sub-images, it is obvious that the artifacts in the marked area in Fig. 7 (h) are less than other marked regions in Fig. 7(a)-(g) , which illustrates the fusion quality of the proposed method is much better in terms of this issue. The difference images obtained by subtracting the upper source image (shown in Fig. 3(b) ) from each fused image are provided in Fig. 7(i)-(p) . It can be seen that the previous six fusion methods did not perform well in the focused regions of the upper source images (shown in Fig. 3(b) ), because in the focused regions there are many residuals which can be shown in Fig. 7(i)-(n) . The fusion quality of the SR_BOMP-based method is much better in terms of this issue, but the region around the flowerpot are still not well merged which can be observed from the marked area shown in Fig. 7(o) . Moreover, we can also see that the marked area shown in Fig. 7(p) obtained by our method is clear to zero. Therefore, it can be again proved that the proposed method is better than other comparison methods because the fusion results are the best and the residuals are the least.
To make a more convictive comparison, we also list out the experimental results of the 'pepsi' image set. Fig. 8(a)-(h) shows the fusion results with different fusion methods. The corresponding difference images obtained by subtracting the right-focused source image (shown in Fig. 3(c) ) are listed in Fig. 8(i)-(p) . As shown in Fig. 8(a)-(h) , it is clearly that the fusion result of the GP-based method is more blurry than other methods. The difference image shown in Fig. 8(i) also reveals the quality of the GP-based method is the worst in the eight comparison methods. It is also obvious that the marked area shown in Fig. 8(p) of the proposed method remains no residual. However, the marked area in other difference images has different levels of residuals. The results presented here can illustrate that the focus information of the comparison methods is not completely transferred to the fused image compared with our proposed algorithm. In general, our proposed method performs the best in the eight fusion methods.
In addition, sometimes it is difficult to correctly tell the difference between some fusion results only by subjective evaluation. To further illustrate the performance of the proposed method, we list out the objective assessment on the results of the eight fusion methods. In this paper, the assessment results of all methods are obtained by taking the average result of five times experiments for each method. The quantitative evaluation results, i.e. the MI, Q AB/F and Q SM values of the eight methods are listed in Table 1 ; the best results for each index are labeled in bold.
As shown in Table 1 , the three quality indices MI, Q AB/F and Q SM all achieve the best values for the proposed fusion method. The greatest value of MI means that the most original information is transferred to the fused image from the source images. The biggest values of Q AB/F and Q SM indicate that the proposed method can commendably preserve the structure information of the source images, and retain the edge information of the source image well, respectively. Therefore, based on these objective assessment results, we can conclude that the proposed method is superior to other seven kinds of methods.
Actually, as we know that the SR-based algorithm is time consuming especially when the over-complete dictionary is learned from the input source images. Among the eight kinds of fusion approaches presented in this paper, the overcomplete dictionary in the SR_BOMP-based method and the proposed method are learned from input source images. Therefore, to further compare the computational efficiency of these two fusion methods, we give out the average running time of the two SR-based fusion methods.
As illustrated in Table 2 , it shows the average running time of the SR_BOMP-based method and the proposed method performing on the six groups of images shown in Fig. 3 . We can clearly see that the average running time of the proposed method is completely shorter than the SR_BOMP-based method on all six pairs of images. The 'rose' image set and 'book' image set are most time-consuming because they are larger than other 4 groups of images. For the 'rose' image set, the SR_BOMP-based method probably requires 750 seconds, while the average running time of our proposed method is just 422 seconds. Furthermore, for the 'book' image set, the average running time of the SR_BOMP-based method is nearly five times as the proposed method. The results presented here can indicate that the proposed method not only improves the performance of the fusion results but also keeps a high efficiency compared to the SR_BOMP-based method.
V. CONCLUSION
In recent years, the SR-based algorithms have increasingly employed in multi-focus fusion field. The key issue of SR-based fusion approach is how to design an effective dictionary to well get the fused image. In this paper, we present a novel SR-based multi-focus image fusion framework with a joint dictionary learning algorithm. The K-means clustering approach was employed for classifying patches from multiple source images, and a sub-dictionary was built by extracting PCA bases from each patches-based cluster. The final informative dictionary was achieved by combining these sub-dictionaries obtained from each clusters. The resulting dictionary is not only compact but also informative which can be effectively utilized to reconstruct the lowpass sub-images. Hence, a novel SR-based scheme is then proposed to fuse the lowpass subband obtained by the NSCT. As MSMF can effectively evaluate and detect the gradient features, we design a MSMF based scheme to fuse the highpass subbands. In this paper, we have also verified the optimal parameters of NSCT and MSMF through experiments. Both the qualitative and quantitative evaluation results demonstrate that our proposed fusion method is more effective and promising compared with other state-of -the-art fusion methods. YUE QUE received the B.S. degree in educational technology from Nanchang Hangkong University, Nanchang, China, in 2013. He is currently pursuing the M.S. degree in computer technology with the Jiangxi University of Finance and Economics, Nanchang. His current research interests include image fusion, fuzzy pattern recognition, and image processing.
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